AN OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE

QRS Music Technologies, Inc. Announces PNOmation II
to PNOmation3 WB Upgrade Kit.

PNOmation3 WB with its faster chips, memory and speed deliver new
integrations not possible on the previous chip sets.
Seneca, PA, February15, 2017 - QRS Music Technologies,
Inc. (OTC: QRSM), a leader in the design, manufacture and
distribution of piano-based audio, digital and multimedia products,
music, piano technologies, Story & Clark pianos, and other digital
audio accessories, announced the release of the PNOmation3 WB
Upgrade Kit. Upgrading PNOmation II to PNOmation3 with a simple
DIY (Do It Yourself ) controller replacement.
PNOmation WB delivers simultaneous Wi-Fi modes of Stand Alone
and Networking, as well as Bluetooth Audio and MIDI. It allows for the integration of Amazon Alexa, adds better
solenoid control, faster update and music downloads, faster boot ups, failsafe factory resets and memory scan
tools. PNOmation3 advanced user interface delivers better scheduling, playlist creation and sound balancing.
It also contains additional complimentary music. Built into the PNOmation platform it inherits the features and
benefits of QRS’s best selling player system. Any Wi-Fi enabled device can access, control and setup the system.
"We have taken advantage of the latest in chip technology to deliver features and benefits that compliment todays
commercially available consumer products. QRS has been a true American innovator over its 118 year history. Today it
is the “Internet of Things” while the promise of big data in our market is a stones throw away. Our entire R & D team as
a finger on the pulse of where tech is going. Customers can be assured that we take advantage of new trends where and
when it fits. As we have always said - customers have piece of mind that the value of their instruments tech and music
compliments the life of their instrument.” Thomas Dolan President & CEO
QRS Music Technologies, Inc. (OTCB:QRSM) is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of music technologies, pianos and piano accessories including, Pianomation®, PNOmation and PNOscan musical instrument digital interface
(MIDI) for reproducing player systems for acoustic pianos, and music content from digital to music rolls. QRS is the creator
of Pianomation®, the first MIDI system to combine analog and digital technology to turn any piano into a reproducing
player piano. QRS Music was founded in 1900 and is based in Seneca, Pennsylvania. Additional information about QRS is
available at www.qrsmusic.com

Forward Looking Statements
Statements made in this news release that relate to future plans, events or performances are forward-looking statements.
Any statements containing words, such as, “believes,” “should,” “anticipates,”
“plans,” or “expects” as well as other statements are forward-looking, and those statements involve risks and uncertainties
outside of the control of QRS and are based on current expectations. Consequently, actual results could differ materially
from the expectations expressed in these forward-looking statements.
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